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Business model is an important management concept widely used and spread in
recent years.It was taken seriously in corporate and academia by reason is roughly
that it can help enterprises to obtain a new growth and reshape the sustainable
competitive advantage,simultaneously,a large number of scholars are always trying to
rise business model to the scientific design level,and this way may have a significant
impact to the competition between the enterprises.
In this paper, we use the raw data from the enterprise public information, media
reports, annual reports, records, direct observation,leaders management logs and so on,
then sum up the several operating elements of business model by utilizing the method
of root analysis and tentatively build up the connection mechanism between
them,finally analysis the logic system of business model. It points out business model
is a circulation mechanism from dominant will to the competitive advantage.
Dominant would determine the activity theme in view of the stage of development in
enterprise,then the enterprise integrate resources and capabilities involved in the
competition according to the theme and formulate the corresponding specific
strategies to achieve its activity effect which present its performance in this phase.The
performance reflects the enterprise's new stage of development, so it forms a loop.
The model is different from the previous research results for it not only puts
forward a new concept on the basis of the original mainstream theory and also studies
the logical relationship between elements,and it puts forward the path structure of
business model that provides a powerful theoretical guidance for people to understand
deeply the inner mechanism of the business model. In the aspect of business models
suitable for development to identify and design,it also provides a new methodology to
help enterprise to realize strategic target step by step and to promote its sustained
growth. At the same time,this integrated research to the theory of enterprise operation
logic may also represent a kind of direction,perhaps have some enlightenment on the
theory of innovation.
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